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• Palestinian refugee dies in the Deir ez-Zour clashes, east Syria 

• Syrian regime continues to detain Palestinian brother Emad and Eyad Samour 

• The Action Group’s documentation report: 28 Palestinian refugees were detained 

during 2017 

"Artillery bombardment amid ongoing clashes in Yarmouk camp" 



 

Victims 

55-year-old, Palestinian refugee and member of the Liwaa Al-Quds 

battalion, Reda Samara, has died in a landmine explosion while 

fighting alongside the Syrian regime forces in Deir ez-Zour, east 

Syria. 

On its part, AGPS confirmed that it has recorded the data of 978 

Palestinian refugees, who have died due to gunshot wounds, most of 

which were killed while participating in the ongoing fighting in 

Syria. 

 

Latest Developments: 

The Syrian regime forces and its affiliated factions bombarded 

Palestine Street in Yarmouk camp with artillery mortars and 

Dushka machine guns, amid the ongoing siege on Yarmouk camp. 

The Action Group’s correspondent in south Syria reported the 

continued fighting between ISIS and ‘Hayat Tahrir Al-Sham’ in the 

besieged Yarmouk camp, adding that ISIS is bringing in new 



 

numbers, in its attempt to take control of the the areas of ‘Hayat 

Tahrir Al-Sham’ and end its presence in the camp. 

Our correspondent said that the ongoing fighting has resulted in 

dozens of deaths and injuries in the ranks of ISIS, while no victims 

have been recorded in the ranks of ‘Hayat Tahrir Al-Sham,’ except 

for a limited number of injuries. 

 

ISIS has made new progress towards the project buildings 

overlooking the stove in the street of Abu Fouad, and the building 

blocks that are adjacent to the project and overlooking Yarmouk 

Street. This reduced the areas controlled by ‘Hayat Tahrir Al-Sham’ 

in Yarmouk camp. 

This comes with great coordination between ISIS and the Syrian 

regime, the entry of leaders and money to fill its deficit in south 

Damascus, in coordination with the Syrian security services, as well 

as the tightening practices imposed on the civilians in the camp and 

‘Hayat Tahrir Al-Sham.’ 



 

In the meantime, the Syrian regime forces continue to detain 

Palestinian brothers “Emad Fares Samour,” aged 33 and “Eyad 

Fares Samour,” aged 30, since 13/12/2012 and to this date. They 

were arrested at one of the Assad militias’ checkpoints in the town 

of Sehnaya, in the suburbs of Damascus. So far, no information has 

been revealed about the residents of Al-Hajar Al-Aswad. 

The testimonies of those released from the Syrian regime’s presence, 

confirm the presence of infants in the arms of their Palestinian 

refugee mothers, in the Syrian security branches. The Action Group 

has recorded the detention of 1664 Palestinian refugees, including 

105 women, with no information revealed about them to this date. 

In another context, AGPS revealed in its annual 

documentation report for the year 2017, titled “Palestinians of Syria, 

Between Promises and Restrictions,” and published earlier this 

month, that 28 Palestinian refugees were arrested during 2017, of 

which 21 were men and 7 women, from across the Syrian cities and 

camps. The report indicates that the rate at which the arrests 

targeted the Palestinian refugees in Syria decreased in 2017 than 

2016, where 76 refugees were detained, including 73 men and 3 

women. 

The report revealed that Khan Al-Sheih camp recorded the highest 

number of arrests during 2017, due to the Syrian regime’s control 

over all of the camp’s joints, and the targeting of the activists who 

refuse to leave the camp towards Idlib in north Syria, after the 

signing of a reconciliation agreement between the Syrian regime and 

its opposition. According to the documented statistics, more than 



 

232 detainees from the camp are in the regime’s prisons, while more 

than 15 female, Palestinian refugees were arrested from the Khan 

Al-Sheih camp during 2017. 

The total number of detainees in the Syrian regime’s prisons, 

according to the Action Group’s statistics, is 1664 detainees since 

the beginning of war in Syria, in addition to 304 missing refugees. 

You can download the electronic copy of the report from the 

following link: 

http://actionpal.org.uk/ar/reports/special/between_promises_an

d_restricti ons_ar.pdf 

  

Palestinians of Syria: February 19, 2018 Statistics: 

• The total number of victims documented by the Action Group 

is 3655, including 465 women 

• 1664 Palestinians are locked up behind Syrian government’s 

bars, 105 of which are women 

• Yarmouk refugee camp is under the Syrian regime army and 

Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine’s siege for 1,677 

days in a row 

• 205 refugees, mainly in Yarmouk Camp, have died due to lack 

of medical care and malnutrition 

• Water supplies have been cut off Deraa Camp for 1413 days, 

and 1252 days in Yarmouk Camp 

http://actionpal.org.uk/ar/reports/special/between_promises_and_restricti%20ons_ar.pdf
http://actionpal.org.uk/ar/reports/special/between_promises_and_restricti%20ons_ar.pdf


 

• The Regime army has been in control of Handarat camp for 

more than 511 days. More than 80% of its buildings have been 

completely or partially destroyed.  

• Approximately 85 thousand Palestinian-Syrian refugees fled 

to Europe by the end of2016 

• 31 thousand refugees are located in Lebanon 

• 17 thousand refugees are sheltered in Jordan 

• 6 thousand refugees are in Egypt 

• 8 thousand refugees are staying in Turkey 

• One thousand refugees are present in Gaza 


